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Not good enough…the words echo in Madison Baron’s mind as the darkness presses her to be thinner, more beautiful
—somehow more attractive to her peers. A junior in high school, she is facing life without her childhood love, Luke
Johnson, who is off to college in the Midwest. Alone with her insecurities, Madison yearns for acceptance—until
Miles that is. Will a relationship with this new student on campus be the answer she seeks? And how will his
resistance to her Christian faith affect her future?

As the two of them grow closer and closer, something happens inside of Madison, and she finds herself more

insecure than ever. Gazing into the mirror at her thinning face and trendy makeup, she hopes no one sees the fear

behind her smile. Meanwhile, her parents become increasingly concerned. How can they reach their daughter and

help her see her true value?

The sixth book in the Sandy Cove Series, Behind Her Smile, touches hearts of young and old alike with the message of

God’s redemption and love, reminding us that our true sufficiency and value come from Him and Him alone. 

Rosemary Hines has written a wonderful coming of age story that perfectly illustrates the beauty of God's grace inRosemary Hines has written a wonderful coming of age story that perfectly illustrates the beauty of God's grace in
the forgiveness of others and the importance of applying that same loving grace toward forgiving ourselves. A truethe forgiveness of others and the importance of applying that same loving grace toward forgiving ourselves. A true
reminder of the power of love!reminder of the power of love!
~ Susan J. Calloway Knowles, Licensed Psychotherapist, Radio Host, Author~ Susan J. Calloway Knowles, Licensed Psychotherapist, Radio Host, Author

The Sandy Cove Series has over 1,700 five-star reviews on Amazon. Find out why well over half a million copies ofThe Sandy Cove Series has over 1,700 five-star reviews on Amazon. Find out why well over half a million copies of
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the books in this series have found homes with readers like you! Captivating characters, suspenseful story lines, andthe books in this series have found homes with readers like you! Captivating characters, suspenseful story lines, and

thought-provoking themes come together to portray real life dramas as they tell tales of God's grace. Welcome tothought-provoking themes come together to portray real life dramas as they tell tales of God's grace. Welcome to

Sandy Cove! Sandy Cove! 
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